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On High Sierra background

Refreshing Aqua

FileMaker Pro Advanced 17 is going to introduce many new features that will help users feel less 
intimated and more energized to start building new apps. For example, the new Launch Center is 
modern and easy to get oriented. Users can quickly start building from blank or from mini apps or find 
apps whether they are on local or on remote servers. The new Document Workspace with docked 
Field Picker, Layout Objects, and Inspector simplifies the user’s design environment and provides 
contextual tools through progressive disclosure, making it more intuitive and efficient for users to 
quickly start building apps.

Refreshing aqua blue colors ease stress with their connotations of the ocean and bring relaxation. 
Aqua is on the lighter end of the blues and is more friendly, so it will help users feel less intimated and 
more at ease, making aqua a great color for the FileMaker Platform. Keeping users at ease with Aqua 
will certainly come in handy when they encounter challenges while building their apps. Plus, it will 
perfectly complement and contrast with macOS High Sierra colors. 

Aqua is also an extremely popular color that both men and women find attractive and has increased 
sales for many brands like Tiffany’s and San Jose Sharks. In the early 90s, when the Sharks first 
changed their brand color to Teal, their sales in NHL merchandise increased to $150 million and 
accounted for 27 percent of the league’s total; coming in only second to merchandise sales for the 
Chicago Bulls1. 

Have you ever wondered why the Messages and Skype apps also use Aqua blues? Perhaps it’s to 
keep people at ease with neutral emotion. Words are only 7% of communication, without face-to-face 
interaction and hearing the actual tone, the poor choice of color could change the conversation 
entirely. 

Aqua also has a tint of green which can represent new beginnings and growth and signifies renewal 
and abundance. It incorporates some of the energy of yellow, making aqua warmer than just blue. We 
can accent the aqua with white, which conveys cleanliness and simplicity; or accent it with yellow 
which is warm, cheerful, energizing, and attracts attention.
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On High Sierra background

Friendly Orange and Reliable Blues

The FileMaker 17 platform will introduce many new features that help users feel less 
intimated and more energized to start building new apps. The improvements in design 
are user friendlier and allow for higher business productivity, making FileMaker a more 
reliable and flexible application for developing custom business apps. 

True orange is humanistic and friendly and adding a bit of yellow makes it very 
welcoming. Blue represents calmness and responsibility, with the lighter teal shades 
being refreshing and friendly to the darker shades for strength and reliability. Orange 
and blues are complimentary and contrasting color schemes that will make FileMaker 
look the strongest. Have you ever wondered why movies and games tend to use amber 
orange and teal blue themes? Humans are orange in hue and the best contrast is blue.

Many of the Apple apps like GarageBand, iBooks, and Pages also utilize the different 
shades of orange to convey ease of use and learnability while financial apps tend to use 
blues for reliability, trust, integrity, and efficiency. Since FileMaker 17 will be a bit more 
expensive, the use of blue might be fitting because, historically before digitalization, 
blue was an extremely expensive pigment to use in paintings, coming second only to 
gold as it was obtainable only from crushed lapis lazuli imported from Afghanistan2.
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On High Sierra background

macOS High Sierra Colors

The FileMaker 17 platform will launch when macOS High Sierra is available with a color 
scheme that is natural, with deep forest greens, and intense, with bright copper reds. 
There is also rumor of a copper or “Blush Gold” iPhone 7 that is coming out soon. 
Perhaps, it might make sense to go with similar color families for FileMaker as well.

The High Sierra colors are warm and inviting. Yellow is the brightest and most 
energizing of the warm colors, it’s associated with happiness and cheerfulness. With 
the addition of reds and oranges, these are the colors of fire, fall leaves, and sunsets 
and sunrises, which are energizing, passionate, and positive3. But we need to be careful 
and stay away from true reds because those should be designated for error messaging 
and warning notifications. Orange, on the other hand, is friendly, inviting, creative, and, 
on High Sierra, represents change and movement.
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Apple Standard Colors We Can Work With

https://standards.apple.com/system-library/#pattern-swatches

https://developer.apple.com/macos/human-interface-guidelines/visual-design/color/

https://developer.apple.com/ios/human-interface-guidelines/visual-design/color/


